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Who is speaking

Performance - Installation
2019

Performance: 
Andrea Salzmann
Music: 
Sebastian Meyer

Thirteen feminist speeches starting from 1845 
with the great Victoria Woodhull - first female 
broker at wall street, first woman who run 
for president and true free lover - followed 
by Audrey Lourd, Gloria Steinem, Kathleen 
Hanna and many more amazing women, are 
the core of this performance. 
To transferre the knowledge of this women 
into nowadays and to combine them with 
contemporary sound is my approach for this 
work. The left over from this performance are 
2-meter high stands with a paper roll on which 
are 20 meters of quotes printed.

I would like to develop this performance for 
at least seven women all from different age 
and background. Each one of them brings 
one speech either demanding or empowering 
into space. Working with more people - time 
shall overlap and still relevant demands are 
transferred into the here and now.

The choir with a text by Virginia Woolf 
remains: 
„A woman must have money and a room of 
her own if she want’s to do her own thing;“ 
(Virginia Wolf, A Room of one‘s own, 1928)



Let every dismissal of a woman‘s experience move 
you to anger. Turn that outrage into political power. 
Do not vote for them unless they work for us. Do 
not have sex with them, do not break bread with 
them, do not nurture them if they don‘t prioritize our 
freedom to control our bodies and our lives. I am not 
a post-feminism feminist. I am the Third Wave. 
(Rebecca Walker, 1992, Becoming the third wave)

This is no simple reform. 
It really is a revolution. 
Sex and race, because they are easy, visible 
differences, have been the primary ways of 
organizing human beings into superior and inferior 
groups, and into the cheap labour on which this 
system still depends. 
We are talking about a society in which there will be 
no roles other than those chosen, or those earned.
(Gloria Steinem, Address to the Women of America, 
1971)

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity 
and rights. They are endowed with reason and 
conscience and should act towards One another in a 
spirit of brother/sisterhood. 
(Eleanor Roosevelt, Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, 1948)



Gender is not something one is it is something one 
does. A doing rather then a being. 
(Judith Butler, Gender trouble 1990)

Solidarity does not assume that our struggles, are the 
same struggles, or that our pain is he same pain, or 
that our hope is fort he same future. 
(Sara Ahmed, Cultural Politics of Emotion 2004)

I decided that I was a feminist, and this seemed 
uncomplicated to me. Why has the word become 
such an uncomfortable one? I am from Britain, and 
I think it is right I am paid the same as my male 
counterparts. I think it is right that I should be able to 
make decisions about my own body. I think it is right 
that women be involved on my behalf in the policies 
and decisions that will affect my life. I think it is right 
that socially, I am afforded the same respect as men. 
(Emma Watson, UN Speech on Gender Equality 
(2014)

Thus far women have been the mere echoes of men. 
Our laws and constitutions, and the customs of social 
life are all of masculine origin. 
The true woman is as yet a dream oft he future.
(Elisabeth Cady Stanton, international Council of 
Women, 1888)

These fragments of speeches are imbedded in the 
sound scale of Sebastian Meyer.



Performative Installation 
2019

Idee, Realization: 
Andrea Salzmann
Music: Sebastian Meyer
Animation: Barbara Mitterer 

SUPERPOWERS
structure #2 and #3

Structure #2 and #3 : SUPERPOWERS
see also: https://vimeo.com/326669860

The political structures of Peoples Rupublik of China and the United States of America are translated into mirror 
organograms. Their size is 1,85 x 1,85 m. When you enter the installation room ray of lights are choreographed to a fairy 
tale like manifesto that is embedded into a sound scale composed by Sebastian Meyer. The duration of the loop is about 
five minutes in-between the sound is inviting you to listen caregully while you have a look at the mirrors.

***
„The fact that she juxtaposes two organograms of different political power hierarchies in a spatial installation and 
alternately casts rays of light on the mirrors creates a political interspace that is additionally structured by a musical 
and textual narrative. In this interspace, a concept of politics relaxes that reflects the hierarchical orders and connects 
the political moment with the structures themselves - thus illuminating their contingent and optional core. When visitors* 
enter this space, they inevitably intervene by interrupting the rays of light and performing an image that does not fit into 
the institutionalized order. This incongruence between the concept of politics and the institutionalized representation of 
politics opens up a glimpse of the void that has always preceded politics, challenging and producing it insatiably.“
Andreas Spiegl







Performative Installation 
2018

Credits:
Konzept, Umsetzung: 
Andrea Salzmann
Sound: Sebastian Meyer

Statistic Rope

For now this installation is based on the asylum applications from Italy and Austria as the installation was shown in these 
two countries but I would like to expand the installation into other countries all over Europe.
Beginning in 1982, the figures published and released by the state authorities are summarised into a circle every four 
years. 1 millimetre corresponds to 240 applicants. 
These numbers are translated into a walk-in installation made of mirror circles in which the visitors see themselves but 
also the others. The abstract size of numbers opposes the fragmented and doubled self. The rope forms the time axis 
along which the mirror circles are arranged.
For the composition, Sebastian Meyer uses the numbers from a four-year cycle and translates them into oscillating 
sinusoidal curves from which a body of sound emerges. The tone height results from the numbers used.
The number of those who died in their attempt to reach Europe and how many people were imprisoned under unworthy 
conditions in camps on the external borders of the EU cannot be seen. The universality of human rights is deliberately 
ignored in migration issues.
Solutions which do not aim at the management of refugee flows but at the elimination of the global rich/poor gap are not 
given attention. Instead, payments to Frontex, the EU‘s border guard, will be increased: from 2021-27, the previous 13 
billion euros will be increased to 33 billion. 





Austria: Applications
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2014 - 2017

Statistic Rope
performative Installation
Andrea Salzmann

Sound: Sebastian Meyer

Asylanträge aus Italien und Österreich sowie positive und negative Asylentscheide sind die statistische Basis dieser 
Installation. Beginnend mit 1982 werden im Vier-Jahresrhythmus die von staatlichen Behörden veröffentlichten 
Zahlen zu je einem Kreis zusammengefasst. 1 Milimeter entspricht dabei 240 Antragstellern und Antragstellerinnen. 
Das Seil bildet die Zeitachse entlang welcher die Spiegelkreise angeordnet sind. 
Für die Komposition verwendet Sebastian Meyer die Zahlen aus je einem Vier-Jahreszyklus und übersetzt diese in 
schwingende Sinuskurven. Die Tönhöhe ergibt sich aus den verwendeten Zahlen.
Nicht zu sehen ist die Zahl jener, die auf ihrem Versuch Europa zu erreichen gestorben sind und wieviele 
Menschen unter unwürdigen Bedingugen in Lagern an den EU-Aussengrenzen eingesperrt leben. Die Universalität 
der Menschenrechte wird bei Migrationsfragen bewußt missachtet. Lösungen die nicht auf die Verwaltung von 
Flüchtlingsstömen sondern auf eine Behebung des globalen Arm/Reich - Gefälles abzielen, bekommen keine 
Aufmerksamkeit. Stattdessen werden die Zahlungen an Frontex, den EU Grenzschutz, erhöht: von 2021-27 
werden die  bisherigen 13 Milliarden Euro auf 33 Millarden gesteigtert werden.

***
Asylum applications from Italy and Austria as well as positive and negative asylum decisions are the statistical 
basis of this installation. Beginning in 1982, the figures published and released by the state authorities are 
summarised into a circle every four years. 1 millimetre corresponds to 240 applicants. The rope forms the time axis 
along which the mirror circles are arranged. 
For the composition, Sebastian Meyer uses the numbers from a four-year cycle and translates them into oscillating 
sinusoidal curves from which a body of sound emerges. The tone height results from the numbers used.
The number of those who died in their attempt to reach Europe and how many people were imprisoned under 
unworthy conditions in camps on the external borders of the EU cannot be seen. The universality of human rights is 
deliberately ignored in migration issues. Solutions which do not aim at the management of refugee flows but at the 
elimination of the global rich/poor gap are not given attention. Instead, payments to Frontex, the EU‘s border guard, 
will be increased: from 2021-27, the previous 13 billion euros will be increased to 33 billion.
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Installation 

Lamia Project 

Lamiak are creatures from the Basque mythology. Mainly night active, they help the villagers to finish their day work but 
only if they are treated nice by them. If you upset a Lamia she will never return.
For the Lamia Project I went on a road trip threw the Basque Country to collect all sorts of items from the very places 
were the Lamiak have been spooted in former times. They either have helped the villagers to finish a bridge, a street, a 
house and this manifstations of help still exist all over the country. Threw visiting these magic places I tried to figure out 
in what way they interact with the humans and how they intervened in the mainly rural communities. This question is the 
base of my whole Project. 
In the text „Basque Legends in their social context“ Elena Arana Williams is raising the question: „How to control one‘s 
nature in order to live at peace with one‘s self and one‘s neighbours?“ And as the Lamiak have once been this kind of 
regulation factor in the villages I think they should be reactivated again. As I think there is an urgent need in our society 
to awake some of the old spirits to bring them back into our daily life’s and let us help to create a society more focused 
on sharing and supporting each other than closing borders and even create new ones. To find new commons and maybe 
even if this means splitting on the first moment (one can not ignore that Lamiak are Basque). For sure the value system 
that even existed before Christianity did not include anything about the idea of a national state as we have it nowadays. 
So maybe we can find some subversive instructions from the Lamiak.







A creature, a figure from fairy tails. Maybe this Lamiak did never exist but I believe they are still between us. Maybe they don’t have 
chicken feed or fish tails anymore but they are still creatures oft he night. They love to have fun, to do their own thing. They might be 
more independent then socially accepted. 
They intervene, they strike, they do create a new form of community. It might be an exclusive club and it might not be for everybody. 
But for sure it is open source and very welcoming if you want to take part. They help, they support and they hate when you lie. They 
take your property if you fail to tell the truth. And you can be sure this is really happening. So don’t play games with the Lamiak, 
don’t fool them they have a strong connection to the big goddess Mari.



Structure #1 - #7
2014 - ongoing

Structure #1: VBKÖ
Structure #2: USA 
Structure #3: China
Structure #4: Austria
Structure #5: Law Process-AUT 
Structure #6: European Union
Structure #7: Law Process-EU

„It is well enough that people of the nation do not 
understand our banking and monetary system, if they did, 
there would be a revolution before tomorrow morning.“ - 
Henry Ford

In the series Structures, state structures and organizations as well as legislative processes are translated into
organizational diagrams made of mirrors. The selection of states and organizations has so far always been an
occasion and coordinated with the respective subprojects. 

Structure # 1 was designed for the exhibition Facing Friendship in the VBKÖ and serves as a prototype for Structure # 2: 
USA and Structure # 3: China with the associatedsound / light installation. These two organizational charts are also in the 
project SUPERPOWER and will be worked out to a performative installation. For this purpose, the 1.84 mx 1.84 m objects 
are recorded with a precisely composed sound and light projection.
In the course of the installation, the projection develops another temporal level, which points to the possible, the future.

Structure # 4: EU, Structure # 5: Austria, Strucutre # 6: Law Process AUT and Strucutre # 7: Law Process-EU, however,
are mirror organigrams based on the same principle, but in the size 50x50cm. Content trigger for this series was the
Austrian presidential election 2016, which has caused quite a stir, as is well known.

Common to all these objects is the emancipatory thought that every viewer, every observer, understands himself as part
of the respective system. The power of action lies not only with a few, but must be taken. Existing structures need to be
doubted, in order to subsequently either use them or infiltrate them and extend them in a krakenike way.



Structure #1: VBKÖ
Structure #2: USA 
Structure #3: China
Structure #4: Austria
Structure #5: Law Process-AUT 
Structure #6: European Union
Structure #7: Law Process-EU

Structure #1 : VBKÖ

An organogram made out of mirrors shows the structure of an artists association founded in 1910, Vienna: the VBKÖ (The 
Austrian Association of Women Artists). But this organigram is as well a symbol for all other possible institutions and/or 
associations.
The object hanging on the wall is made in the average size of an Austrian, so you should be able to look into every 
mirror – no matter if the mirror symbolizes the presidents or an ordinary member. But while you look at yourself you 
will be fragmented into pieces. And all of a sudden light comes and music is playing. The mirrors seem to move, the 
construction starts to change and even goes beyond the framing, it is no longer the question what organization is 
visualized here but much more how can we deal within given structures, institutions – they might not be as static as they 
seem. A break within the frame might be possible. The rhythmic sound combined with a voice finally invites you to join 
the unknown and to go beyond the scope.



video documentation, Structure #1, see also: https://vimeo.com/146416415
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Structure # 4 - # 7

Structure #4: Austria
Structure #5: Law Process-AUT 
Structure #6: European Union
Structure #7: Law Process-EU

Objekts Mirror on Paper with neon 
Tape.
Sizze: 50x50 cm

Structure #4 - # 7: Other size: 50 x 50 cm 



Collagen 
30x30 cm Paper, carton, object 
frame 
 

Das Gedächtnis und seine sozialen Bedingungen: Maurice Halbwachs / Vorwort: 1
 

Andrea Salzmann, Collage, 30x30cm, 2016

Das Gedächtnis und seine sozialen Bedingungen: Maurice Halbwachs / Vorwort: 2
 

Andrea Salzmann, Collage, 30x30cm, 2016

The interest in social relationships as well as the question of a collective memory and the events that have been inscribed in it,
are preceded by these two collages. Maurice Halbwachs‘s main work „Memory and its social conditions“ serves as a starting
point for this project - his reflections are both meaningfully quoted and figuratively staged in the collages. 
The breakthrough of a linear time plane is of great importance to this work and is visualized by the use of material that refers 
to different temporality. On the one hand, this happens through neon-colored cardboard and illustrations from the Kunsthisto-
risches Museum in Vienna on the other hand. These references to the past are also an invitation to understand society not just 
as present, but as something that has developed historical. Often even further than this may seem at first glance.

Soziales Gedächtnis
2016



Performance | Photo Series
UP-ON Performance Festival Chengdu

music: Sebastian Meyer
outfit: superated / Peter Holzinger

What role do numbers and statistics play for the respective economic power of a country and the associated self-image of 
the respective nation? Will China or the US win the battle for supremacy in global competition on economic power and the 
recently started race for data power to be the number one? The fact that statistics and their preparation always raises the 
question of who created them, is less interesting then to emerge as a winner from the survey.
The performance / installation Statistic Dance juggles these questionable numbers and sets them into a doutable relation-
ships. Thus, in addition to the GDP, the distribution of male and female inhabitants is compared: in America live far more 
women than in China, this suggests the unbridled gender genocide in China. 
In the song composed especially for the performance, the hunger for the top spot on the podium becomes clear once 
again:

No inbetween, No second chance: only winners thath‘s what they demand. 
China will rise, America is there and Europe struggles by playing it‘s role. 

Devided we stand, Devided we play - only winners that‘s what they demand.

Statistic Dance
2016



Photo Series of STATISTIC DANCE 
Congqing





live Performance of STATISTIC DANCE 
at the Museum for Contemporary Art in Congqing



Interactive installation of Statistic Dance 
at the UP ON Performance Festival Chengdu



Drawings, Video, Installation

My long way to Madame Mao
2014/15

My long way to Madame Mao/Jiang Qing is set up as a performative research project in which I follow the live journey of 
Jiang Qing, Maos fourth wive. She was born as an illegitimate child, became an actress in Shanghai in the 1930ies and 
married Mao in the 1940ies. During her marriage in the 1950ies she was suffering from cancer and mental sickness but 
in the 1960ies she got back on stage – as the leader of the „Gang of Four“– responsible for thousands and thousands of 
deaths. After Maos dead she was imprisoned and finally killed her self in prison 1991.
In my Video I travel to the places were she was living in Shanghai, were she meet Mao but also to places were the cultu-
ral revolution took special turns. At these spots you don‘t find commemoration of the victims of the cultural revolution – it 
seems like the killing and public punishing as well as the destruction of cultural heritage has never happened. In chinese 
history Jiang Qing is the one to blame – end of the official history writhing.

The installation contains:

  • 24 Road drawings to places the cultural revolution took place.
  • 1 video: Perfromances in Public Space at specific spots combined with Mao quotes. 14:55 min., 4c, sound 
    (https://vimeo.com/157195531)
  • 1 research table: Information on my research.
  • Map of Beijing: with the marked places and interview questions to Professor Yin Hongbiao.



Video stills: 14:55 min, 4c, sound
http://salzmann.klingt.org/projects/long_way_madame_mao.php







24 drawings, 24 bills, 
result of taxi drives from my home to the spots where I did the video



Installation view Madame Mao,  
map, photos from the spots I‘ve been and from Mao with Jiang Qing, transcripted Interview, poster of the revoultionary balley: Girl with the 
white Hair, desk with research material, Video, props used in the Video: white lillies, ping pong balls, red book.





It‘s about desire started as a simple question: What is it that you desire the most? 
You are invited to sit down and wright it on a small piece of paper. Later on I will let the desires fly with the balloons. 
Nobody will know what you have written down – it remains a secret.
The project started with the interest to ask people in the mega-city Beijing what is it that keeps them going. What are 
they looking for? Together with a photographer and translator I was roaming in one of the inner districts of Beijing. Here 
the direct interaction was the important part – women working in a kitchen having their smoke break, men operating as 
guards, elderly people as well as kids had fun to take part in the performance. They all wrote down their wish and after 
that the balloons took their wishes into the sky.
This piece works as well as an Installation in an exhibition space or as a performance in specific area of a city. 

Performance in Pubilc Space | 
Installation

It‘s about desire





Twins … made in China
2014

Performance and Installation

Idea: Andrea Salzmann
Performance: Anna Hayes, Andrea 
Salzmann
Music: Sebastian Meyer

„TWINS … made in China“ is a collaboration between the performance artist Andrea Salzmann, the painter Anna Hayes 
and the the musician Sebastian Meyer.

As Twins Anna Hayes and Andrea Salzmann jumped over the Great Wall, they spat at each other, threw balls, blew soap 
bubbles and they slowly built an intense friendship. These friends found themselves in a human-unfriendly surrounding in 
which the market and especially the art market is moving towards a more and more dangerous point. 
There are a few who have a lot of wealth and live a truly epicurean lifestyle but their money only floats in direction of 
Acrylic painting, so the only survival strategy for the Twins is to eat or be eaten up. 
The Twins are moving in between the times of yesterday and tomorrow and it is rather uncertain if they provoke Utopia or 
Dystopia. But what is for certain is that they are trying to change present conditions and this they are doing with the sup-
port of the music by Sebastian Meyer. 



photo series, TWINS… made in China, 6 : 30x40 





video stills, TWINS… made in China, 3:21 min, 4c, sound
see also: https://vimeo.com/125811895







Video, 2012
Jingle: Stefan Geissler

Selbstportrait  / Krise #1

Business news, analyzes of the financial markets as well as reports on stock market crashes which have been broadcast 
on public television since the year of birth of Andrea Salzmann are the starting point of this performative video work. 
Beginning with the first major stock market crash after World War II in 1987, the artist tackles global financial crises by 
taking on the role of news spokeswoman herself. It is always the artist herself who spreads the terrible news of another 
stock market crash, outlining a threat scenario that is vague in its shape and not easy to locate. The combination of the 
personal and the political, of video and live performance alludes to the fragility of linear historiography, the clash of big 
and small stories. In the case of Andrea Salzmann, the question of one‘s own involvement is pursued with the means of 
media staging itself. Power claims and a frequently unquestioned passive media consumption are involved in a serious 
game in which the artist, not least, gives the viewer the question of what these crises have to do with their own lives and 
their own security.





Katalogtext
by Joachim Kapuy





Video, 2012
Jingle: Daniel Pabst

Selbstportrait  / Krise #2

In Selfportrait / Crisis # 2 the ten „biggest“ wars since 1979 - the birthyear of the artist - are the target of investigaion. 
Andrea Salzmann is once again news moderator of her own timeline. Starting with the invasion of the Russians in 
Afghanistan followed by the civil wars in Uganda, Rwanda, Somalia and Sudan to the second Gulf War USA-Iraq she 
reports in inexorable news from the atrocities of the respective wars. The texts are from the respective time, transcended 
by ORF news programs and have not been changed.





Collagen und Publikation, 2013

Gezeigt
CIAT, Berlin
moё, Wien

Exhibtion with Sophie Dvorak

Brain One and Two 
go for a walk

In Brain one and Two go for a walk, the mixing of mirror foil and cardboard is juggled with newspaper quotations, brain 
sculptures and the search for the right words.
Discarded material finds its way into the waste universe or meets with glued-on media that feed our brains through infor-
mation and reports and shape our memories. There they are further processed, filtered, shaped and spewed out again in 
the form of memories, fantasies and realities, which are possibly only deception.
A journey of discovery through the news universe whose fragments provide glimpses of events big and small.




